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1 Executive Summary  
 
The principal goal of this deliverable is to study and develop smart optimization procedures that can be used to 
multiple Physical Internet (PI) use cases, utilizing PI-containers, PI means and PI-nodes. In particular, the 
attention in this deliverable is to use operational research advanced algorithms in order to improve the local 
operations within a single PI-Hub terminal. As consequent work of D2.12 we have decided to focus our attention 
to specific operation in the Living Lab. 
 
Our current works in the deliverable have been mainly focused on the following aspects: 

• Review of the PI-node representation with comparison to the digital internet. 
• Summarise the generic optimization framework for various PI operations described in D2.12.  
• Define the use of Bin Packing algorithm in the PI context. 
• Web Service/implementation 
• Integrating the optimisation web service with the Port of Antwerp Living Lab simulation models 

 
In respect of the previous version, in this deliverable we recap the concept of Physical internet, PI nodes, their 
operations and PI-based optimization framework that could be applicable for various PI optimization problems.  
From section 4.4 and following chapter we added our new results. An identification of the terminal of the PoA 
that we can identify as local optimizer and the algorithm to use to optimize their operations. 
 
Finally, we made efforts for development of PI based web services for a real living lab use case arising from our 
partner PoA in the project. These development works will be completed in the last deliverable.  
 
The current version of the optimisation web service has been used as a pilot integration with the simulation 
services. The Optimisation Service is available as a REST interface via HTTP and the Anylogic simulation services 
can make direct calls to this service to request and receive the ideal loading plan for a given set of containers. 
 
Deliverable 2.13 “Intelligent Optimization of PI Containers and PI Means in PI Nodes v2” is the second version of 
the deliverable series related to T2.5 “Analytics for Intelligent Optimization of PI Nodes”. The following version 
is deliverable D2.14 which is due on M23 (Jul 2020)  We note all deliverables are type “Other”. 
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2 Introduction 
2.1 Review of PI Concepts as Discussed in Version 1 
The basic concept of the digital internet started with the development of electronic computers in 1950s. At that 
point, the main challenge was to devise some simple communication mechanisms to let different electronic 
computers “talk” to each other, using a common “language”, in an isolated laboratory-based network 
environment. Subsequently, with more research labs involved in the similar activities, it became important to 
enable computers in networks to share messages with other computers in another geographically disperse 
networks. The fundamental idea of creating a network of networks to enable information sharing between 
computers in a wide area became the foundation of development of modern digital internet.  
With the Digital Internet (DI), fast information sharing between any computing devices is possible, but practical 
operation of networks still poses many challenges, especially considering that a greatly expanded number of 
devices will be connected in the era of Internet of Things (IoT). For instance, from a user’s perspective, fast, 
efficient and reliable network connections are always expected and desirable. However, from a network 
operation level, achieving this goal is very challenging as it requires significant efforts for optimizing various 
network resources under many practical constraints, for example, capability of server processors, link capacity, 
which are computationally complex and challenging.  
The concept of Physical Internet (PI) is inspired by the operation of digital internet. While instead of exchanging 
data packets between a sender (e.g. client) and a receiver (e.g. server) in the digital network, the core idea of PI 
is to make physical objects, e.g. containers, pallets, flow in the logistical networks in a similar and more efficient 
way akin the digital internet. The vision of PI is to make the future logistic networks operate in an optimal manner 
by focusing on: 

• Reducing costs for both customers and PI operators 
• Improving operation efficiency by reducing congestion levels of different types of transportation links 
• Further reducing lead time during transition and in-hub operations of cargos and containers 
• Improving environmental benefits of the overall logistic operations, in order to make modern logistics 

systems operate in an open, collaborative and sustainable way.  
One of the key steps towards achieving the above ambitions is to devise and adopt optimization techniques at 
each step of the logistical process. At this stage in the project R&D discovery process, it has been envisioned that 
there will not be an overarching solution, namely “The PI Optimization Solution” which covers all steps of 
operations for any logistical scenario. However, it is more likely that an effective end-to-end logistic operation 
mechanism can be designed, which allows a more flexible, efficient, and reliable way to transit PI-containers 
through PI-movers between different PI-nodes.  
In this deliverable, we are primarily interested in 1) implementing a local optimization algorithm that can be 
applied in the context of PI; 2) clarifying the relation of between the algorithm and Pi-hub operations 3) 
expressing our opinions over graph theory approach 4) Plan our future work for deriving insights from PI-Hub 
optimization.  

2.2 Mapping ICONET Outputs 
The purpose of this section is to map ICONET’s Grand Agreement (GA) commitments, both within the formal 
Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed. 
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Table 1: Adherence to ICONET’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions 

ICONET GA 
Component Title 

ICONET GA Component 
Outline 

Respective 
Document 
Chapter(s) 

Justification 

DELIVERABLE     

D2.13 - Intelligent 
Optimization of PI 
Containers and PI 
Means in PI Nodes (v2 ) 

Revised Version of D2.12. Graph 
models and machine-learning 
based techniques and analytics 
that enhance the cognitive 
capability of PI Nodes for 
optimizing the organization of 
PI containers. The outcome of 
Task2.5 will be captured in this 
deliverable which will consist of 
a software component and a 
report. (i) A web service (ii) A 
report. The web service will be 
aimed for getting insights about 
optimized delivery routing from 
the developed machine learning 
algorithms. It will also include 
the functionality of representing 
PI nodes as a graph and the 
report will cover the design 
specification of the web service 
and its functionality (version 2). 

Chapter 3 
Chapter 4 
Chapter 5 
Chapter 7 

Chapter 4 discusses overall 
approach to this task and 
optimisation 
Chapter 5 discusses the 
specific algorithm 
Chapter 7 discusses the 
technical approach for 
turning the algorithm into a 
Web Service 

TASKS    

T2.5 - Analytics for 
Intelligent Optimization 
of PI Nodes 

The task will investigate 
advanced techniques to 
incorporate cognitive capability 
into the components of the PI 
Node Control associated to the 
LL use cases and will combine 
research and development of 
machine learning and/or graph 
analytics techniques to support 
PI Node operations in smart 
decision making. 
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ST 2.5.1 - Graph 
representation  

Investigate and introduce 
appropriate graph 
representation of objects to be 
used for the PI Node Control. 
Enable PI Nodes to recognize 
this correlation of objects and in 
turn to model it as a multi-
relational property graph. 
Support PI node interoperations, 
by modelling the local objects in 
the PI Node as “social networks 
of objects” and by using graph 
analytics techniques to enable 
self-optimization and the self-
configuration of objects in the PI 
Node. 

Chapter 4 
Chapter 5 
Chapter 6 
 

 Chapter 4 discusses the 
overall approach taken, 
reasons why and explanation 
for deviations 
Chapter 5 discusses the 
specific implementation 
Chapter 6 discusses Graph 
Representation and Machine 
Learning Analytics 

ST 2.5.2 - Analytics 
techniques 

Enable PI Nodes to re-organize 
PI containers in a way that 
facilitates better planning and 
optimized delivery routing, with 
the help of graph analytics and 
machine learning techniques, 
Design and develop advanced 
machine learning and/or graph 
analytics techniques for 
optimized orchestration of PI 
logistic network objects, thus 
enabling smart decision-making 
within a PI Node. 

Chapter 6 Addresses current approach 

 
Remark: At this point we note that graph representation of a PI-node may not be necessary in this deliverable as 
our understanding of PI-node has matured. Our current take is mainly built on the increased understanding on 
the operational characteristics of a PI-hub supported by realistic living lab use cases provided by our partner Port 
of Antwerp (PoA), and from which we find that a sequential model might be more preferable for modelling 
operations of a PI-node than using graph representation. 

2.3 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure 
In Chapter 3 we review Optimisation Concepts from Version 1 and  their relationship with PI concepts like PI 
nodes. 
in Chapter 4  we review the optimisation framework and we focus our attention on local optimization in a PI 
Node. In particular we analyse its relationship with LL1. In Chapter 5  we present The Bin Packing Algorithm that 
we have chosen to use and its application in the context of LL1. In Chapter 6 we present the result of the several 
meetings we made to understand how to apply machine learning in the context of LL1, we can anticipate that 
we are planning an implementation in future iteration. In Chapter 7 we present the web service that we have 
created to make it possible to use our solution. 
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3 Review of Optimisation Concepts from Version 1 

In this chapter, we will first present a brief overview of the PI node and then the structure of the PI-node with 
some links to a general logistic PI-hub scenario, as defined in deliverable D2.12. 

3.1 PI Node Overview  

The Physical Internet (PI) aims to change the way in which supply chain management and logistics operations are 
performed.  Analogous to Digital Internet operations, future logistic operations are moving towards Open Logistic 
Networks which encourage different logistic agents to share and collaborate in an interconnected network of 
logistics networks, in which available resources can be better utilized towards making the global logistics systems 
more sustainable and eco-friendlier.  

The concept of PI is inspired by the Digital Internet (DI) due to its distributed and shared nature. The data in the 
digital network can share end-to-end communication channels, while each network node only needs to make a 
local decision in real time in order to send the data packets to the next hop on the route. This dynamic mechanism 
enables each network node to overcome pre-set routing issues, where a pre-set routing for data packets 
transmission can become unavailable or inefficient due to link failure or long communication delays. In this 
context, network nodes (routers) play a vital role by performing key operations of receiving TCP/IP packets, 
(de)encapsulating, and forwarding packets in such a dynamic fashion.  

Similar to routers in the DI, logistic hubs are key facilitators of goods movement, forwarding, classifying, storing, 
routing and other central operations in the current logistic systems. For this reason, many architectures for the 
PI are based on analogies with the DI where hubs in the PI architecture are considered as central nodes that 
receive, store and deliver goods. As shown in [1], PI-hubs are characterized with the following minimum features:  

• Transport modes  
o This feature concerns different types of transport allowed in a hub, e.g. air, maritime, railway. 
o This is equivalent to the network modes in the DI.  

• Inbound/Outbound docks 
o This concerns the number of vehicles of different modes that a hub can host at the same time 
o This feature is similar to router ports in DI.  

• Storage areas 
o Logistic hubs much allow cargos/containers to be stored for short or long term, depending on 

the priority of the cargos/containers, and the purpose of transport or distribution.  
o This concept is equivalent to buffers of routers in DI. 

• Turnover time  
o This gives the measurement of time that a hub receives a transport mean, unloads it goods and 

reloads new ones, performs any operation that can affect the transport mean’s departure 
time.  

o This feature is similar to the inverse of bandwidth in the DI.  
• Package relocation 

o This is about mechanical or human forces in charge of moving the cargos between transport 
means and storage areas during the transhipment process. 

o This concept is similar to the interconnection matrix in routers. 
 

•  (De-)encapsulation/(De)composition 
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o Hubs may de-encapsulate and decompose the load arriving through one mode and reallocate it 
in different outbound means. Logistic hubs have a minimal handling unit that determines at 
which granularity is the port going to manipulee the cargo.  

o This concept is similar to the data packet de-encapsulation operation in routers. 

Although there are many similarities between routers in digital Internet and hubs in PI, there are still some 
differences in their operations. For instance, destination of a data packet is unknown to routers until it is 
decapsulated, but a hub can learn in advance the destination of incoming cargos easily, especially with the 
support of Internet of Things. Similarly, latency of routers is negligible, but lead time for transiting containers 
between different logistic hubs is not the case. Furthermore, the monetary costs associated with routing data 
packets in a network is practically negligible, which is mainly due to electricity costs and network communication 
overhead, however the monetary cost for routing containers and cargos to different PI-hubs in the PI-network is 
not negligible due to considerable costs on transportation and human operations.  

According to the PI framework proposed by authors in [2, 3], there are three physical components involved in 
the PI paradigm, namely: 

• PI-movers, (e.g. conveyors or trucks) 
• PI-nodes, (e.g. distribution centres or warehouses) 
• PI-containers (i.e. standardized transport boxes can be handled by PI-movers) 

The basic concept of PI-containers is depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2, where Figure 1 shows different possible 
dimensions for modularity of PI-containers, and Figure 2 illustrates how different sizes of PI-containers can be 
consolidated (i.e. composition) into a larger PI-container, as well as the ease of decomposition when needed. 
Similarly, the concept of PI-movers is shown in Figure 3. These facilities are designed for efficiently handling PI-
containers, e.g. unloading or loading etc. Finally, Figure 4 shows how a PI-hub can be designed for sorting and 
compositing different size of PI-containers according to their next step destination. Note that the PI-containers 
with same colour are directed to the same next step destination. We also note that, according to the definition 
in [3], PI-hubs are valid examples of PI-nodes which have the mission to enable the transfer of PI-containers from 
incoming PI-movers to outgoing PI-movers, as exactly what Figure 4 illustrates.  

Note that the basic PI framework mentioned above has also been applied to other similar tasks in the ICONET 
project. Interested readers can further refer to D1.3 PI Network Optimization Strategies and Hub Location 
Problem Modelling, D1.7 Generic PI Case Study and Associated PI Hubs Plan V1, as well as D1.10 PI Protocol Stack 
and Enabling Networking Technologies V1 for more relevant details.  
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Figure 1: An illustration of different potential dimensions of PI-containers, adopted from [3]. 

 

 
Figure 2: The concept of (de)composition of different size of PI-containers, adopted from [2]. 
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Figure 3: An illustration of two types of PI-movers, adopted from [3]. 

 

 
Figure 4: Example of a PI-hub operation for efficient sorting PI-containers, adopted from [4]. 

 
 
3.2 PI Node Structure 
 
With these concepts in place, we now present an overall schematic diagram (Figure 5) for operations of PI-
nodes.  
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Figure 5: A schematic diagram of the PI-nodes network. 

Roughly speaking, as shown in Figure 5, the overall delivery process of PI-containers can be seen as “packets” 
passing through a network of PI-nodes, with some PI-node receiving the “packets” from the sender, some 
intermediate node handing over the “packets” to next its hop, and finally reaching to some node acting as the 
final dispatcher for those “packets” and forwarding the PI-containers to the receiver.  

Logically speaking, each PI-node has three functions:  

• Receiving a “packet” from its connected previous PI-Node, which is essentially a neighbouring node  
• Making a local decision to dispatch the “packet” to its optimal next hop. By optimality, the PI-node is 

associated with some objective to optimize while considering various constraints.  
• Dispatching the “packet” to the optimal next hop PI-node via a feasible path, e.g. road, rail network etc.  

Thus, in our context, each PI-node needs to have two basic functional structures, i.e. one for its internal 
operations, and the other for its external operations. A schematic diagram for this interpretation is shown in 
Figure 6. In this example, the PI-node 1 needs to initiate the Operation 1 for taking the incoming flows of PI-
containers. Before passing it to the next PI-node, several operations need to follow within the hub until it finishes 
its last operation, where the last operation usually involves forwarding the PI-containers to its ideal next hop PI-
node. During this process, each operation will have to use resources available within the PI-node, which includes, 
for example, operation time, availability of different types of PI-movers and human power to name some. These 
resources are denoted by each respective “Res” block in the Figure, which are associated with each individual 
operation.  
 
We note that resources are usually limited within any PI-hub, and thus each PI-node has a strong motivation to 
self-optimize its resource allocation in order to maximize its own utility, which is essentially a local optimization 
problem. However, each PI-node also needs to forward the PI-containers to their ideal next hop for both receiver 
and various PI operators’ benefits, which can be seen as a global optimization problem in our context. 
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Figure 6: Internal and external structure of a PI-node. 

 
As a real example to illustrate the internal structure of the PI-node model shown in Figure 6, we refer to Figure 
7, which presents a general model for the operation on goods in a physical hub. We note that each operation of 
the cargo in Figure 7, e.g. docking, cargo unload, corresponds to a unique operation within the PI-node as shown 
in Figure 6. This suggested model was originally proposed in [1], but it will be taken as a basis for studying our 
living lab use cases to be discussed in detail in the following sections. Finally, we note that the model handles an 
end-to-end process of containers traversing from docking to undocking. However, similar process can be easily 
expanded to include such as end-to-end docking to railways, docking to road links, which depends on the specific 
application.  
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Figure 7: A general model for handling the cargos in a physical hub, adopted from [1]. The operational steps are 

generic, and it can be applied to different types of logistic hubs. 
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4 PI-Node Optimization  
 
In this chapter, we first present a general optimization framework that can be used for heterogenous use cases 
for PI. After that, we present details for some PI optimization problems with links to real living lab use cases 
arising in the project.  
 
4.1 Optimisation Context in relation to PI and ICONET Project 
 
Although Optimisation is not specifically part of the OLI or NOLI (for more detail see D1.11 - PI Protocol Stack 
and Enabling Networking Technologies), reference models, optimisation remains a key element to bringing the 
PI from concept to reality. For the PI to become a reality, there will need to be a shift towards automation from 
a physical and digital perspective. Human interaction with items on the supply chain will reduce and the efficiency 
of management of shipment traffic will improve.  
 
To accommodate this shift in approach optimising current processes and systems will be a critical requirement. 
Hubs may see an increase in activity as the volume of shipped goods continues to rise. Therefore, hubs will be 
required to improve efficiency not only to addressed potential increased demand in the future but also to remain 
competitive with other hubs. High throughput and low wait times are key measures of success in this regard and 
the PI concept can address both of these measures. In a PI network (as opposed to a traditional transport and 
logistics network, each node or hub now has the potential to be a dependency for every other. If backlogs and 
queues start to form, the entire network can become constricted.  

 
As mentioned above, optimisation is not a specific item with the OLI or NOLI models. However, there are 
significant synergies between PI Node Optimisation, and Encapsulation. Encapsulation covers the digital manner 
in which items within items are tracked, owned, and information is segmented from the stakeholders of the 
various layers. For example, the shipper knows info about their container, but has only partial knowledge of the 
contents within. Similarly, the owners of the contents within may have knowledge of their own particular pallet, 
but should not gain access to all pallets, or info regarding the container itself unless those owners have agreed 
to do so. On the physical side, encapsulation covers the physical act of loading products to boxes, boxes to pallets, 
pallets to containers, and containers to trucks, barges, ships and trains. As operations within a PI node or PI hub, 
particularly a major hub, likely relate to some of these operations, there is a strong link between the optimisation 
approach taken and the encapsulation layer in the OLI model. 
 
 
Encapsulation and Optimisation activities are undertaken by actors within the PI Nodes or Hub so there is a 
requirement for a strong link between the Encapsulation and Optimisations Services and the local systems and 
data sources. The Shipping Service will be the major route whereby Optimisation and Encapsulation Requests 
are received, and results returned. As discussed in D2.4 - PI Networking, Routing, Shipping and Encapsulation 
Layer Algorithms and Services V2 the Shipping Service acts as a data exchange for the various actors and services 
within the PI service stack. Of interest in this case is the exchange of information relating to PI orders, as this will 
define encapsulation tasks and instructions for asset movement within a PI node. In addition to the PI order 
information, there will be an exchange of information between the Encapsulation & Optimisation Services, their 
related actions and the blockchain enabled event ledger. For example, the services will note that a container was 
loaded onto an internal yard train on time but did not arrive to the terminal on time – this implies the train 
system itself was the source of the delay, not the terminal or the actor responsible for loading the container to 
the train. This information can be recorded in the blockchain ledger, via the shipping service and can be taken 
into account with relation to billing and penalties. This action can be paired with information from the IoT 
container tracking service. The motion within the port may be too small and too specific for GPS tracking to know 
that a container moved 100ft from a yard to a train, but it will register that the container moved (via sensors). 
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The combined information from the local Optimisation and Encapsulation, which states what occurred, and the 
IoT sensor information, which confirms such movement, enable reliable event reporting. 
 
4.2 PI-Node Optimization Framework  
At this point, we note that some important facts about the structure and operations of the PI-node have been 
given in Chapter 3. In this section, we are going to set up a general optimization framework that can help the 
analysis of the optimization tasks.  
Before proceeding, it is prudent to note that our research object is a single real PI-hub, i.e. a single PI-node rather 
than a group of PI-nodes. This is mainly due to: 

• Our study is strongly linked with the living lab set-up provided by our partner in Port of Antwerp (PoA), 
and the port itself can be well treated as a single PI-hub.  

• Our main focus will not be on the interaction between different PI-hubs, which is dealt under task 2.2 of 
WP2. However, this will not affect the generality of our study as we shall look into the interaction of 
different operations within the PI-hub, which may also be very complex and geographically different.  

The topology of different terminal operations within the PoA is illustrated in Figure 8. Each terminal is numerically 
labelled.  

 
Figure 8: 26 port terminals operated within the PoA hub. 

The modelling of the PI-hub can also be seen from two levels, i.e. transition of PI-containers between different 
terminals, and the operation of the PI-hub performed at each local terminal. In order to model the behaviours 
at both levels, we now present an optimization framework.  
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Figure 9: The proposed PI Optimization Framework. 

According to the suggested framework shown in Figure 9, the optimization problems have been classified into 
two levels, namely global level and local level, where the global level includes a global optimizer, and the local 
level includes several local optimizers operating sequentially. We note that some local operations may not affect 
global optimization target, and this is fully dependent on realistic use cases.  
4.3 Local Optimization  
At this stage of our work we are considering only the local optimization. We will consider the global optimization 
in the next update D2.14. Local optimization is done in two types of PI nodes: (deep sea) terminals where the 
containers are transferred from the ship to wagons to compose the most optimized block trains and railway 
bundles where the block trains are either ‘stored’ for an intermediate stop or bundled to build new trains. To 
have a better understanding, from D3.3; in the first case, the optimization use case focuses on train load 
optimization (for IUC: containers). For the IUC, based on pre-determined parameters such as wagon types, 
loading unit size, weight, priority rules, types of product (dangerous goods) the algorithm should propose the 
most efficient loading scheme. In the second case, based on parameters such as size, weight and priority rules 
of the wagon the algorithm should propose the most efficient loading scheme for bundling the wagons. 
 
4.3.1 Container loading problem  

In this scenario, our optimization objective is to find the best wagon slot𝑠, on the wagon S, for a container i, with 
its length h, width w and weigh p, so that the loading factor of the train can be maximized. In other words, the 
number of unloaded containers on the subset of the container-stack is minimized. We consider the following 
constraints: 

• The capacity and the length of the wagon 
• The priority of the product contained 
• The dangerous nature of the product 

As understood from the LL D3.3, in the real world there are no more than 2 or 4 slots for each wagon. 
But building the optimization assuming this remains always true could be wrong. In the future development of 
Physical internet an increase in the number of different containers sizes can occur. For this reason, we would like 
the optimization takes into account this possibility. 
So, another PI constraint has to be added: Guillotine constraints. Guillotine cutting constraints derives from the 
limit of orthogonal cutting of several machine in industrial operations. The objective is to minimize the waste or 
height of material or maximize space utilization in a bin. 
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4.3.2 Wagon Bundling Problem (PoA use case) 

In this scenario, our partners from PoA would like to analyse how optimization techniques can be applied in 
bundling wagons designated for the same terminal of destination on the same train. By doing this optimally, it 
will help different operators save time, costs, and make the overall system more efficient. A schematic diagram 
of the problem is depicted in Figure 10, where wagons of the semicolon need to be sorted and bundled to a train 
with the same destination terminal. As shown in Figure 10, the core idea is that instead of having 16 direct trains 
traveling from each hinterland terminal to each corresponding port terminal, now we only need to have 4 direct 
(bundled) trains.  
Some detailed problem descriptions are given as follows: 

• Containers from an inland terminal need to go to different maritime port terminals, and vice versa. 
• Volumes are often too small to operate different direct trains from inland terminal to individual maritime 

terminals with an acceptable frequency, this is why a lower cost bundling system is required. 
• The optimization problem needs to consider the following parameters/factors: 

o Optimization scope is for those trains with less than 80% of maximal length/weight. In other 
words, for trains with real length/weight of more than 80% of the maximal length/weight are 
not in the scope of our optimization, which is due to the fact that these trains have already 
achieved decent loading factors, and thus the benefit for such trains involved in the bundling 
process is practically quite limited compared to the complexity of the bundling process and 
operational costs involved.  

o Number of available locomotives in the port is limited. 
o The rail capacity in the PoA is also limited. 
o Considering the terminal capacity for rail at the terminal of destination 
o Handling and transport costs for the railway undertaking and for the terminal. For example, if it 

is more expensive to re-arrange wagons in another train, the train can go directly to the terminal 
of destination. 

o Existing scheduled terminal slots for trains going to the same terminal of destination.  
 

At this stage of reporting, we have built the basic data structure for analysing the wagon bundling problems. 
However, we are expecting to receive data from the partner in order to get further insight for solving the 
optimization problem in the next iteration of our deliverable. Some basic coding has been implemented and 
attached in the ANNEX 1 to illustrate this point.  

 
Figure 10 A schematic diagram for the wagon bundling problem. 
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5 Bin Packing Solution 

Among the several approaches of D2.12 to resolve the above use cases, we believe that most simple and elegant 
could be the family of the so called “Bin packing problem”. Packing problems are related to multiple fields of 
operations research as they have different industrial applications such as material cutting, multi-task scheduling 
and cargo loading. These operations can be seen as packing problems with specific constraints and objectives. 
Possible constraints include guillotine cutting and fixed orientation packing. Guillotine cutting constraints derives 
from the limit of orthogonal cutting of several machines in industrial operations. The objective is to minimize the 
waste or height of material or maximize space utilization in the bin. In a possible PI–HUB scenario, several 
containers of rectangular shape should be loaded on a fixed wagon of the same shape, it is itself evident the 
relation with the Guillotine cutting constraint. According to the typology of packing problems as presented by 
[13, 14], the guillotine rectangular packing problems (GRPP) include two types, each type includes two 
alternatives:  

• Strip packing problem (SPP): Given an open bin of width W and unlimited height, and a set of n rectangular 
items with sizes (hi, wi), i = 1,...,n, the objective is to place each item in the bin without overlapping, such that 
the bin’s required height is minimized. This problem includes two variants: OG and RG, where O denotes the case 
where items are placed with a fixed orientation, G denotes guillotine constraints are required, and R denotes 
items may be rotated by 90 degrees.  

• Single bin packing problem (SBPP): Given a rectangular bin of width W and height H, and a set of n rectangular 
items, the objective is to maximize space utilization (or “filling rate”) of the rectangular bin. Similarly, this 
problem includes two-variants: OG and RG.  

GRPP  is NP-hard: this  means,  in simple terms, that an  exact solution  of  this  problem will  not  scale with    the 
dimensionality  of  the  input  data.Inother  words  it  will require  a not  acceptable  amount  of  time  for an  exact 
algorithm to reach a solution and is difficult to solve. Some researches for GRPP have shown exact algorithms 
only solve small-scale problems [15]; heuristic algorithms are for real-world operations because of stability and 
performance. Constructive heuristic algorithms cannot guarantee a solution of good quality, but they can find a 
feasible solution in relatively short time [16]. 
 
5.1  Container loading as SBPP problem 
 
According to the above classification the Container lading problem is a SBPP type with rotation only possible on 
the plane parallel to the ground. We propose here a variation of the original solution proposed by [13]; basically 
they have proposed to create a priority least based on the geometrical properties of the item to be packed, here 
instead we present a solution that take into consideration together with the geometrical properties even 
commercial and physical constraint like premium priority weight.  

A recursive technique is useful for GRPP as it may be used to restrict containers’ locations such that they can 
satisfy the guillotine constraint. The concept is simple as a rectangular space (Wagon) may be divided into several 
smaller rectangular spaces (slot), and each smaller space can be divided recursively. From Fig. 11 (a), we observe 
that the wagon loading plane S is determined by its position (x, y), and its width w and its length h. The core 
purpose of the proposed algorithm is to fill S efficiently.  

5.1.1 The geometrical priority 

Each unloaded container can be placed into S resulting in five scenarios, as shown in fig. 11:  
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(a) is the best because the item fills up the whole space.  

(b) the container has the same width of the wagon but not length. 

(c) opposite of (b) 

(d) the container is smaller of the wagon in both dimensions and requires careful partitioning. 

  (e) represents that no container can be loaded into S and S is wasted.  

Cases (b) and (c) are better than case (d) because the remaining space in cases (b) and (c) are rectangles, while 
the remaining space in case (d) requires careful partitioning. Which of cases (b) or (c) is better, depends on the 
practical problem.  Assume that the containers are sorted by non-increasing length (that is a basic requirement 
of every operational research solution), then containers that match cases (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are assigned 
priority 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In reality in a real port like PoA, the only possible choices will be case (a), 
(b) or (e), but to not lose generality and to keep the door open to possible evolution of PI-Hub scenario we think 
it is good to keep these features. 

 

 

Figure 11 geometrical priority 

5.1.2 The commercial and physical priority  

The above solution is not different by the standard SBPP problem [13]. But, as presented in D2.12, reality of a PI-
Hub could be extremely more complex in respect of the standard operational research solution. In order to 
capture this complexity. we present here a variation to the priority list created above: we will move a container 
in case (e) if the weight capacity of a wagon is filled even if theoretical there is space, and we will move any case, 
except(e), to (a) if there is a premium or a dangerous good inside the container.  

5.1.3 The algorithm  

In order to simplify the explanation of the algorithm, let us clarify here, that what follows is a list of digital 
operations not related to any physical activity; this because we assume that the PI objects present in the PI Hub 
are all IoT devices.  
In this scenario, our optimization objective is to find the best wagon slot𝑠, on the wagon S, for a container i, with 
its length h, width w, priority p, destination d and weight q, so that the loading factor of the train can be 
maximized. In other words, the number of unloaded containers on the subset of the container-stack is minimized. 
Given that all containers in a wagon should go to the same destination, we will apply the solution to subgroups 
of container sharing the same destination (d). This is represented in the first step if the algorithm flow chart. To 
satisfy the guillotine constraint we apply a recursive solution: The concept it is simple. We need to split the wagon 
surface S in smaller rectangles.  
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Among unloaded Containers (all of them sharing same destination), those with the highest priority (1 is the 
highest) are chosen for placement first. Stop packing S when case (e) occurs because all unloaded containers 
cannot be packed into S. If two or more containers have the same priority, then the first hit container in the 
sorted list is packed first. For case (b) and (c) a container can be load without warring about the division of the 
surface: with only one call of the recursive function on the remaining space. For case (d), the division of S is 
important, and is done as follows: Let min w and min h be the two parameters related to all unplaced containers 
where, for fixed orientation packing, min w is the minimum width of all unplaced containers and min h is the 
minimum length of all unplaced containers. According to Fig. 12 (b), if the value w −ω (loaded width)is less than 
min w, S is divided into S1 and S2, as in Fig. 12 (a) instead of as in Fig.1 2 (c), which implies that S2 will be wasted, 
however, S2 in Fig. 12(c) is larger than S2 in Fig. 12(a). Therefore, this partition can make S1 larger, so that it can 
be used by other unplaced containers. Similarly, if the value h − d (loaded length) is less than min h, then S is 
divided into S1 and S2, as in Fig. 12(c), implying that S1 will be wasted. Otherwise, there are two ways to divide 
S, as in Fig. 12(a) and (c). One partition is as in Fig. 12(a), another partition is shown in Fig. 12(c). Which partition 
is selected depends on if ω is less than min w. If ω is less than min w, then the former is selected because 
condition ω < min w leads to waste of bin S1 as in Fig. 12(c).  

 

Figure 12 case(d) 

In fact, orientation of the partition is the determining factor and depends on the way the containers are sorted. 
The aim of the strip packing problem is to minimize the height of the bin, such that the partition in Fig. 12(c) is 
more efficient because items with large heights have greater chance to be placed. For the single bin packing 
problem orientation of the partition is mainly determined by the way the items are sorted.  

For this reason and to take into account the role of the weight capacity we sort the containers according first to 
their commercial priority and then their weight and final the width as described in the flow chart. 
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Figure 13 - State Diagram Representation & Pseudocode 

 

RecursivePacking(x, y, w,h) 
    if no item can be placed into S or all the items are placed into S, then 
        return; 
    else 
        for each unplaced item i do 
            for j = 0 to D do 
                determine the priority of item i; 
        select an item r with highest priority from unplaced items, 
        record its orientation j; 
        if the highest priority is less than 5 then 
            place item r into S by the orientation j; 
            switch (priority) 
            case 1: break; 
            case 2: RecursivePacking(x + ω, y, w − ω, h); break; 
            case 3: RecursivePacking(x, y + d, w , h − d); break; 
            case 4: if w −ω<minw then 
                    divide S (as Fig. 2(a)) into S1 and S2 that S2 is wasted; 
                    RecursivePacking(x, y + d, w , h − d); 
                elseif h−d<minh then 
                    divide S (as Fig. 2(c)) into S1 and S2 that S1 is wasted; 
                    RecursivePacking(x + ω, y, w − ω, h); 
                else if ω < min w then 
                        divide S into S1 and S2 ; 
                    else 
                        divide S into S1 and S2 ; 
                        Recursively pack the larger space among S1 and S2; 
                        Recursively pack the smaller space among S1 and S2; 
                break; 
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5.2 Wagon Bundling Problem (PoA use case) 
In this case we can consider the Wagon Bundling as an SBPP problem. Differently from the above case, we can 
ignore the geometrical properties of the wagon, given the extreme similarity between them. The major 
quantities that we will consider are weight, the overall length of the train and the priority of the wagons.  
Following the requirements listed in the section 4.3.2 we create the pseudo code presented below. 
 
In this scenario, the Local optimizer get the number of available locomotives in his position. and starts adding 
wagons with the same destination. 
Following the constraints of section 4.3.2 we have to consider the limits in rail capacity. For this reason, we 
compute the minimum between the number of locomotives and the number of the train that can run on the rail 
system.  
After that, as the pseudo code shows, we first select all wagons going towards destination (d) then we sort them 
according to their priority and weight. After that the matching that maximize the weight between the possible 
matching is selected and the wagon is assigned to the train. 
If no matching is possible means all trains are loaded so they can go, and the remaining wagons will be the first 
to be added when new locomotives are available. 

Figure 14 - Pseudocode 

 
Figure 14 - Pseudocode above is the pseudocode for the recursive packing process for S, where D denotes 
whether the problem considers orientation constraints or not, D = 0 denotes the items are placed only with the 
fixed orientation and D = 1 denotes that rotation is permitted. The highest priority is an integer from 1 to 4 which 
corresponds to four cases from (a) to (d) in Fig. 11 respectively, so priority in the switch operator is between 1 
and 4.  
 

 

K=Read all locomotive in the yard (this is set by the global optimizer) 
For all destination d= 1, D do  
   T=read number of train on the line with destination d (provide by the global optimizer) 
   F=maximum number of train running on that route  
   M=min(K,F-T) 
   Wagons=all wagons with destination d 
   Wagons= sort wagons according priority, weight 
   for All wagons i = 1,2,...,n do  
     for All train(d) j = 1,2,...M do 
       if wagon i fits in train j and train j < 80% then 
         Calculate remaining capacity after the wagon has been added. 
       end if  
      end for 
      add wagon i in train j, where j is the train with minimum remaining capacity after adding the  
      If no such train exists than 
        Let trains go 
        Change priority of wagon to 1 and put in queue for the next iteration 
        break 
   end for 
end for 
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6 Towards PI- Hub insight 
 
The goal of ICONET project is proving the performance of logistic Hubs leveraging modern digital technology. For 
this reason, IBM wants, not only to implement optimization technique like Bin Packing, but also deploy a solution 
for understanding of key features that, currently limit the efficient performance of Hubs. Unfortunately, due to 
the complexity of data collection, it was not possible to produce such a study. In fact, it is obvious that to 
understand the dynamics of such a complex system (i.e. ports, airports, Hubs…)  a sample of real data is 
necessary.   
 
Considering our commitment to the project goals, we have moved our attention, with the help of the Port of 
Antwerp to imagine a possible solution for analytics in this context. At the beginning we have evaluated the 
possibility of using graph analytics, like the proposal of the project suggested, but unfortunately, we have 
understood that the key element to this technique will be the presence of several objects in the port all related 
From several discussion with PoA experts we arrived to the conclusion that this was the wrong track.  So, we 
decided not to produce an unrealistic algorithm for the PI-Hub. 
 
The Port of Antwerp has indicated on several occasions that one of the main issues effecting business activities 
is the inability to adhere to the plan of activities due to unforeseen factors.  Considering this one of the principal 
fields of study of modern machine learning we have started designing a solution for identifying which are the 
factors that most impact the activity of the port. 
In the next iteration of the deliverable, we will check with Port of Antwerp, if it is possible to define a list of 
relevant measurable quantities to be used as predictors for the measured delay. 
 
In fact, if we  consider an historic dataset of the all operations of the Hub we could, theoretically, create a training 
dataset for a machine learning model. The predictors having the highest importance for the prediction, could be 
considered as the most relevant source of delay. 
 
The data collection activities were initiated with UIRR who lead Living Lab 1 which is the Port of Antwerp use 
case. UIRR acted as a facilitator for discussions between the Port Authority and IBM regarding the acquisition of 
data. The initial approach was to make use of the nxtPort data sharing platform in operation within the port. 
However, after initial consultations this approach encountered barriers. The Port Authority do not own the data, 
rather it is a community where data is pooled for the common goals of the port and its residents. Issues around 
data access and permission, data privacy and data confidentiality arose as it was not trivial to extract only the 
data of a stakeholder willing to participate but not a stakeholder who was not. In parallel to this UIRR and the 
Port Authority agreed to approach individual stakeholders within the port (chemical terminal operators in the 
north port area) to enquire about direct access to data. However, these stakeholders have similar data privacy 
concerns and the negotiations are not trivial. To mitigate delays here, IBM have reached out to Stockbooking 
and Sonae in Living Labs 3 and 4 to gain access to their data. This data is solely owned by these stakeholders and 
therefore access is less complex. Once data has been acquired, the use case and relevant data will be evaluated 
for ML analytics approaches. An alternative approach is to investigate the  creation a pipeline that potentially 
could work when will gain access to the data. 
 
Assuming that we will have a dataset, now or in the future development of Physical Internet, having as instances 
the operations conducted by the Hub and, a binary target prediction field indicating if the operation was 
conducted with delay or not ; we could apply algorithm like Random Forest that are well known to be stable, to 
learn the pattern that produce the delay.  It is built in as function for most of the algorithm the prediction 
importance and that could communicate the factors we are looking for. 
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Random forests or random decision forests are an ensemble learning method for classification and regression 
that operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and outputting the class that is the 
mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees.  
Decision tree learning is one of the predictive modelling approaches used in statistics, data mining and machine 
learning. It uses a decision tree (as a predictive model) to go from observations about an item (represented in 
the branches) to conclusions about the item's target value (represented in the leaves. 
It is possible to compute the importance of each feature in such type of model: following the explanation of Gini 
importance from “Random Forests” documentation by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler. This feature importance 
is calculated as follows: 
importance(feature j) = sum (over nodes which split on feature j) of the gain, where gain is scaled by the number 
of instances passing through node. 
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7 PI Web Services: Optimisation Service 
 
7.1 Web Service Implementation 
The optimisation web service is implemented as a Representational State Transfer (ReST) API. This ReST API is 
made accessible with the use of a web server and portability is achieved through the use of Docker images. The 
following sections describe each of the components of the web service implementation. 
 

7.1.1 Optimisation ReST API 

The implemented optimisation API concerns the loading of containers onto train wagons. The API accepts two 
input parameters, a list of available wagons to be loaded and a list of containers to be despatched. The API 
calculates an optimised loading plan for the inputs and returns this as a JSON string to the caller. The API is 
implemented in the Python programming language and uses the Flask-ReSTPlus Python library to create the ReST 
API functionality. 
 
ReST APIs use the HTTP request methods (DELETE, GET, POST, PUT) to perform a logically related action. In this 
case, we are creating an optimised wagon loading plan, so the implementation is associated with the PUT HTTP 
method. Annex I shows the OpenAPI/Swagger page generated automatically by Flask-ReSTPlus. This page 
describes the available ReST API actions, the parameters that should be provided by the API caller and provides 
interactivity for the APIs to be tested. 

7.1.2 Python Flask Web Server 

 
Figure 15: Python Flask Web Server 

The Python Flask web server is used to make the Wagon Loading ReST API available as a cloud-based web service. 
Figure 15 shows the structure of the web server in a source code editor. The components of the web server are:  

• main.py: the entry point for the server Python code 
• apis: a subdirectory used to organise the ReST API code. The Flask-ReSTplus based classes are located in 

this directory. 
• PoA: a subdirectory used to separate the core optimisation library Python code from the server code 
• static: a subdirectory containing static resources e.g. images, UI code 

 

7.1.3 Docker Image 

To make the Python Flask web server and the Wagon Loading ReST API portable they have been packaged as a 
Docker image. Docker is a containerisation technology that encourages applications to be built using 
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microservice architecture and packages everything an application requires to execute in a portable, binary 
format. Docker images can be composed from multiple images, thereby separating functionality and promoting 
re-usable components. The Docker image for the Wagon Loading API uses a popular, base Flask web server image 
called tiangolo/uwsgi-nginx-flask. Docker images are defined in a simple text-based file format, called a 
Dockerfile, and are then built into a binary format that can be executed. The Dockerfile for the Wagon Loading 
ReST API imports the base Flask web server image, sets the hosting configuration and installs the Python runtime 
requirements.  
7.2 Simulation Integration 
The initial manner in which the Optimisation Service described above can be validated is via the simulation 
services and models provided by Itainnova using the Anylogic Simulation System. This is deployed within the 
Proof of Concept Environment, and the Optimisation Service is able to freely interact with it and vice-versa. In 
the simulation model as shown in Figure 16 - Simulation Model , we can see that the creation of trains from 
individual wagons based on those wagons ultimate destination (branch). Subsequent iterations of this model will 
include the creation of those wagons by the adding of individual containers.  
 

 
Figure 16 - Simulation Model 

 
Currently the focus is on the integration between the simulation service running the model and the services 
themselves. As discussed above, the optimisation is running a REST API available at <IP_Address>/ENDPOINT. 
The simulation will generate a list of containers and their associated attributes. Most critical is the destination, 
which will define what train the container will be added to. Next most critical are size and weight as this is how 
the loading into wagons will be evaluated. Also provided is a train schedule. The port of Antwerp has a pre-set 
schedule of track availability (booked in advance by port operators) so the times and destinations of whole trains 
are pre-determined. The simulation will pass these pieces of info to the Optimisation Service. The optimisation 
Service calculates the optimal approach and returns a “loading plan” which is a list of simple ordered instructions 
such as 
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• “Load Container A onto Wagon 2” 
• “Add Wagon 2 to train on track 5” 

 
The simulation will accept this plan and follow the instructions within the simulated model loading containers 
and moving wagons as the optimisation service suggests.  
 

 
Figure 17 - Simulation Integrations 

In future versions, the simulation and service will allow for an “on the fly” preplanning. So, if mid-way through 
the loading plan something has changed (a new container arrives to be loaded for example), the simulation can 
ask the optimisation service for a new loading plan based on the current state and new information. 
In this scenario the loading requirements are static. This is to allow for us to compare two simulations running 
the same requirements – one running the optimisation service, and one running on a random or simple first 
come first serve approach. This latter approach would be similar to the one employed in the Port of Antwerp 
shunting yards currently. Once the results are available from the two simulations, it is possible to compare via a 
number of KPIs.  

• Throughput – How many containers can be moved through the yard in a given time 
• Idle Time – How long are trains sitting idle before they are able to move 
• Average Container Wait – How long is the container sitting in the shunting yard before it leaves 
• Loading Efficiency – How many wagons were used to transport how many containers. 
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8 Conclusions 
Following months of intense activity and collaboration with consortium partners, we can say that, we 
considerably moved forward in respect of D2.12. We have understood, with the help of Port of Antwerp, which 
are the use cases that can be resolved by operational research solutions and which algorithm to use to perform 
the required tasks. We have designed, developed and deployed our algorithm as a web service. Python, a flexible 
programming language, was chosen for the web service implementation as it allows us to rapidly build a ReST 
API to surface the core optimisation logic. The web service is Dockerised, facilitating easy deployment in a 
number of environments. 
Also, in this deliverable, we reviewed the key components involved in a PI-node and illustrated the overall 
structure of a PI-node network. After that, we discussed the key functionalities of a PI-node and revealed the 
internal structure of a PI-node by considering local PI-based operations and their interactions with resources 
available in the PI-node. Given this set-up, we modelled the behaviour of a PI-hub as an optimal sequential model 
involved with various PI operations with specific reference to our PoA living lab. Then, we defined the optimality 
of a PI-hub at both global level and local level. The global level aims to find an optimal resource allocation for 
different PI-operations so that the overall benefits of a PI-hub can be maximized. Comparatively, the local level 
mainly focuses on how to optimally leverage the allocated resource, according to the results at the global level, 
to maximize the benefits for PI-containers at each local operational level. With this in place, we formally 
presented the optimization algorithm to use at the local layer. Our solution, the bin packing algorithm, represents 
one of the most discussed approaches of last decades in operational research and in our opinion its utilization, 
in the PI context, is novel and elegant. We believe the work done in this deliverable could be also used by other 
partners for other services, like encapsulation or for other LLs scenarios. We remain open to discussion with the 
other partners for improve its capabilities. 
In the next iteration of the deliverable, we will try focusing to solve the living lab optimization problems by taking 
account of other detailed requirements provided by our PoA partner, e.g. more practical constraints, with real 
dataset if available. Also, we will implement the global optimization layer and its relationship with the local 
optimizer. Finally, we will also evaluate how to integrate this work with other tasks in WP2, e.g. simulation and 
integration efforts, and evaluate the feasibility of how the developed APIs can be applied to other living lab use 
cases. These contents will be captured in our next deliverable D2.14. 
In addition to strides made on research in the PI domain, we have made a practical implementation and in 
collaboration with our partners in ITAINNOVA we have now moved the technical progress of WP2 forward 
towards the completion of a PI Services Stack, complimented by its integration in use-case simulation. 
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